PAID AEROSPACE INTERNSHIPS

Available for SUMMER 2020 and FALL 2020

Work on projects related to NASA and space travel

PLACEMENTS AT:

NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX

Apply to work as a summer intern on KBR’s Integrated Mission Operations Contract (IMOC) at NASA’s Johnson Space Center in Houston, TX.

The IMOC is the operations contract for NASA and the International Space Station with three major components: “Plan, Train, and Fly.” KBR provides support and products for spaceflight operations capability development and execution for the Johnson Space Center Flight Operations Directorate. This includes support to mission preparation (Plan); crew, flight controller, instructor, and analyst training (Train); and real-time mission execution (Fly) activities related to the International Space Station operations and exploration operations.

KBR also provides operations capability development to emerging exploration initiatives and programs, including the Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (Orion) Program, the Space Launch System Program, the Commercial Crew and Cargo Programs, and the Exploration Technology Program.

PAY RATE:

$ 20/Hour
Undergraduate Student

$ 24.50/Hour
Graduate Student

MAJORS:

ENGINEERING
➢ Aeronautical/Astronautical
➢ Mechanical
➢ Computer
➢ Electrical

TO QUALIFY:
➢ Enrolled as a student seeking a degree
➢ At least a 3.0 GPA
➢ US Citizenship

TO APPLY:

Send resume to:
Brooke.Campbell
Brooke.Campbell@sjcd.edu
281-476-3635

San Jacinto College’s Continuing Education Division works in partnership with SGT, Inc., to manage the aerospace internship program, conduct interviews and assist in the selection of the successful candidates.